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Abstract 

An extended analysis compared to observations shows that modern “globalised” world civilisa-

tion has passed through the invisible “complexity threshold”, after which usual “spontaneous”, 

empirically driven kind of development (“invisible hand” etc.) cannot continue any more with-

out major destructive tendencies. A much deeper, non-simplified understanding of real inter-

action complexity is necessary in order to cope with such globalised world development prob-

lems. Here we introduce the universal definition, fundamental origin, and dynamic equations 

for a major related quantity of (systemic) risk characterising real complex system develop-

ment tendencies at any level of dynamics. Practically important conclusions are derived, open-

ing further detailed applications in economy, finance and development practice. 
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In this time of deep and rapid global changes in all aspects of life and ac-

tivities of the world civilisation, the growing problems of global development 

criticality, its further directions and related risks acquire the unprecedented 

and vital importance, with the special, encompassing role of financial risks and 

economic uncertainty (see e. g. [1-10]). Despite huge efforts applied to under-

standing and efficient management of respective critical development prob-

lems, the dominating unitary, dynamically single-valued science paradigm (in-

cluding its complexity imitations) fails to provide any efficient approach and 

problem solutions, which should be expected in view of complexity corre-

spondence and complex-dynamical control principles of our universal science of 

complexity [11-20], implying that the planetary system of extremely high un-

reduced dynamic complexity cannot be efficiently simulated in the framework 

of over-simplified zero-complexity projection of unitary science, irrespective 

of computer powers applied. The announced crucial goal of sustainable devel-

opment (e. g. [1]) becomes thus seriously compromised. 

In particular, usual theory fails to provide the universal and consistent 

definition itself of risk or stability, even in separate fields of financial and eco-

nomic development, let alone the related efficient strategy to cope with the 

emerging critical phenomena and the intrinsically unified, globalised character 

of culminating changes and critical risks. In the absence of the necessary genu-

ine understanding of respective system dynamics, the dominating unitary ap-

proach tries the obvious and empirically motivated protective kind of strategy, 

with growing mechanical restrictions on the emerging changes and their as-

sumed causes, thus inevitably limiting progressive development (turning then 

into degradation), but also introducing unpredictable and unexpected changes 

of any (but most probably negative) kind. The accepted unitary strategy of risk 

mitigation leads thus inevitably to growing, maybe even more dangerous risks, 

and in general to the growth of the most dangerous risk of advancing global 

degradation. 
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We arrive here at the fundamental origin of unitary approach deficiency, 

which fails to see the omnipresent dynamic instability of any real, dynamically 

multivalued interaction process and system evolution [11-19]. In this sense 

the dominating unitary, dynamically single-valued theory and approach can-

not provide the correct, causal understanding of progress either, replacing it 

with inconsistent, empirically driven and vague ideas about “good” (progres-

sive) and “bad” (destructive) changes. Our unreduced interaction analysis 

shows that the desired “stability” of any real system opposed to “crisis” and 

other “risks” is nothing but its permanent progressive changes of entropy-

complexity growth (or sustainability thus rigorously defined) based on the in-

trinsic dynamic instability of real, multivalued interaction dynamics and related 

dynamically random changes. Therefore our universal principle of complex-

dynamical control [11-19] emphasizes the optimal growth of entropy-

complexity realised by the dynamically random changes, instead of the false 

unitary control strategy of mechanistic restrictions in order to preserve the 

desired (external and illusive) regularity and status quo. 

Based on our universal complexity development paradigm [11-19], with 

the discrete transformation of latent action-complexity ( , )x t  (dynamic in-

formation) to the explicit form of entropy-complexity ( , )S x t  (dynamic entro-

py), ( , ) ( , ) 0S x t x t   , we can propose the universal definition of “unde-

sired”, negative instability kind referred to as risk in the form of increased 

(maximum) probability of destructive entropy-complexity growth (“the death 

branch” on the universal complexity evolution curve [15,18,19]), with the 

quantitative risk magnitude, R, equal (eventually up to a coefficient) to the re-

ciprocal entropy-complexity growth rate, or reciprocal generalised energy E: 
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with the opposite sustainability magnitude, 1 RS , coinciding (again up to a 

coefficient) with the total (development) energy E: 
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where  0  and   are the characteristic values of action-complexity magnitude 

(or variation) and change period respectively. 
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 Since the generalised total energy characterises the temporal rate of ac-

tion-complexity transformation to entropy-complexity, i. e. actually the rate of 

progress, it is natural that the positive, progress-bringing result of universally 

unstable multivalued dynamics, or sustainability S , is proportional to the rate 

of progress, while the negative result of the same omnipresent instability, in 

the form of degradation probability, or risk R, is inversely proportional to the 

same progress rate E, so that 1R S . The risk magnitude R is high (on any 

scale) during stages of weak entropy-complexity growth (between its step-

wise transition jumps) and especially during and after the fatal transition to 

the death branch of slow, destructive entropy growth, while it is minimal dur-

ing rapid system transitions to higher complexity sublevels. Correspondingly, 

all risks will grow with slowing down (higher  ) of transformation of smaller 

amounts of action-complexity  0 , eq. (1). 

 It is important that the unified dynamic complexity and its growth rate 

of the above risk definition emerge from the unreduced, multivalued interac-

tion dynamics [11-19] taking the form of permanent probabilistic change of in-

compatible system realisations and thus including the totality of occurring, 

dynamically random events. The obtained unified risk magnitude definition of 

eq. (1) shows that the truly reliable (and actually universal) way of risk reduc-

tion can only be based on sustainable, intrinsically progressive complexity de-

velopment liberated from inevitable crises and impasses of unitary kind of or-

ganisation. While the definite transition to that genuine sustainability regime 

of intrinsically low risks occurs only as a transition to the superior complexity 

level of Harmonical System [11,14,15,18.19], the proposed universal risk defi-

nition and criterion can be useful also at lower complexity levels. 

 Whereas the main way of risk reduction (in particular in economy and 

finance) is the search for further progressive growth of unreduced entropy-

complexity, in accord with the underlying universal symmetry of complexity, 

( , ) ( , ) 0S x t x t   , the unreduced complex dynamics analysis at a given 

complexity sublevel (for example during phases of slow complexity growth) 

also provides universal understanding of the origin of risky events and ways of 

their probability reduction. We can see, in particular, that any “stable”, low-

risk system operation mode corresponds to the unified SOC regime of internal-
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ly chaotic, but externally quasi-regular complex dynamics [11-19], while the 

opposite limiting regime of global chaos implies maximum risk values. Re-

calling the unified criterion of global (or partial) chaos regime in terms of major 

frequency resonances between system operation modes, we arrive at the rig-

orously specified conclusion that in order to reduce the risk probability, one 

should avoid frequency, or temporal, resonances between major repeated oper-

ations involving essential quantities of money or other exchange matter, i. e. 

one should avoid the condition Qm n   , where m, n are small integers and 

Q ,   are major system operation frequencies involving essential exchanges. 

While in a number of cases respective rules are practically implemented based 

on intuitively felt empirical considerations and experience, we provide the 

universal and rigorously substantiated criterion in terms of any unreduced in-

teraction dynamics. 

 Moreover, for situations with relatively smooth complexity transfor-

mation we can apply our unified Hamilton-Schrödinger formalism [11-19] in 

order to describe the inhomogeneous, highly nonlinear and chaotic dynamics, 

distribution and evolution of the introduced risk magnitude R (eq. (1)). Consid-

er, for example, an often suitable form of the generalised Hamilton-Jacobi 

equation describing the unreduced dynamics of action-complexity ( , )X t : 
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where 1 2( , ,..., )nX x x x  is the vector of all relevant agent coordinates ix  (con-

figuration measures), ( , )i iU x t  is the generally time-dependent external influ-

ence potential acting on the i-th agent with the generalised mass im , ( , )ij i jV x x  

is the potential of interaction between the i-th and j-th agents, and N is the to-

tal number of agents (maybe hierarchically organised). Using our unreduced 

interaction analysis with the help of the generalised EP formalism [11-19], we 

can find its complete, dynamically multivalued, or suitable approximate solu-

tion for action-complexity ( , )X t  and then using eq. (1) find the correspond-

ing, in general also multivalued, risk distribution and evolution in time and 

space of relevant (financial, economic, technological, social, or political) varia-

bles, 1( , ) ( )R X t t     . This approach opens absolutely new, mathematical-
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ly exact and causally substantiated possibilities for the totally objective analy-

sis of risk dynamics and evolution in arbitrary real system at any level of its 

(growing) complexity. 

 As shown in refs. [11,15,18-20], further progressive entropy-complexity 

growth of the global civilisation system towards lower-risk dynamics is actual-

ly possible today only by a step-like transition to the superior complexity level 

corresponding to vanishing risk values, with the single alternative of destruc-

tive, death-branch complexity evolution realising the opposite tendency of es-

sentially growing risks. Today we have therefore the nontrivial, historically 

significant bifurcation point leading to that qualitatively big and always grow-

ing difference between the near-future low-risk and high-risk levels and evolu-

tion tendencies. Using our universal complexity laws realising the unified 

symmetry of complexity [11-19], we can specify major features of the desired 

superior-complexity level of development also referred to as the Harmonical 

System, or genuine sustainability [11,15,18,19]. Based on the clear, explicit 

understanding of the unreduced complex dynamics of the entire planet sys-

tem, those features include the new, emergent kind of social structure and cor-

responding intrinsically progressive, reason-based governance, creative (com-

plexity-increasing) production ways and processes, new kind of settlement, infra-

structure and lifestyle, and certainly new organisation, content and role of the 

intrinsically complete knowledge of (growing) unreduced dynamic complexity. 

 The qualitatively new, reason-based (global) governance system [20] de-

serves a special mention here as the concrete and indispensable element to be 

introduced in addition to (and then increasingly instead of) traditional, unitary 

governance. In accord with the universal complexity correspondence princi-

ple, it appears in this higher-complexity tendency as a superior governance 

structure oriented to explicit, rigorously substantiated and clearly presented 

problem solutions, which need not immediately replace the existing, unitary 

governance structures preserving their full decision power. Now, however, 

these traditional governments and populations they govern are provided with 

the consistently substantiated and openly presented guidelines of those real 

problem solutions in the spirit of intrinsically progressive complexity growth. 

And although they are not formally obligatory for realisation, they clearly 
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demonstrate the extended possibilities of intrinsically progressive complexity 

development. 

We obtain thus the superior-complexity level of (unified) social con-

scious intelligence of the planetary “organism” (including all its interactive and 

omnipresent global networks), which is absent in the known traditional social 

structures relying only on the empirical, “animal” and very short-sighted kind 

of general intelligence. However, that traditional “spontaneous”, “invisible-

hand” kind of development of social structure is now totally exhausted at the 

attained high level of “globalised” civilisation complexity, which can further 

progress only with the help of explicit social consciousness layer, providing al-

so the advanced, superior-complexity version of traditional unitary democracy 

(usually erroneously considered to be the best possible one, within its own 

paradigm). This superior-complexity, explicitly conscious democratic system 

is not limited in its intrinsically progressive, low-risk development and pro-

vides its ever growing, creative liberties due to the qualitatively extended, 

causally complete kind of knowledge and the new system of science of unre-

duced dynamic complexity [11-19]. 
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